"I've Authored Two Tools That Maximize Enjoying Eclipse Day! The BEST Eclipse Prep Money You Can Spend!"

The Book

Download for $9.99

513 Pages Total
28 Eclipse Day Chapters
6 Appendix Chapters
100 Eclipse Images
140 Other Images
225 Illustrations
175 Dialogue Boxes
10 Videos
18 Audio Files
12 Picture Galleries
Chapter Take Away Point
YouTube Links
Other Hyperlinks
PDF File Downloads
Foreward written by eclipse expert Bill Kramer

www.solarecliptimer.com

The Mobile App

Buy 2024 for $1.99

Automatic Geolocation
Automatic Contact Time Calculation
Totality Duration Calculation
Announcements Countdown to the Contact Times
Announcements to Observe Partial Phase Phenomena
Allows Adjusting Times for Lunar Limb Corrections
Save Observation Site Data
Unique Eclipse Photography Practice Session Video
Scan to Go to the Website

Eclipse Day 2024 and More!

How To Enjoy, Observe, and Photograph A Total Solar Eclipse

Gordon Telepun

The developer of the #1 solar eclipse timing app used for the 2017 American solar eclipse Solar Eclipse Timer